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the Coriolis force leads to rotation. In general, the possibility of scale invariance has only been considered in isotropic systems, in which case the small scale is an exact copy of the large; hence the fluctuations are self-similar. The atmosphere cannot be self-similar; if it was, then we would expect to find clouds thousands of kilometers thick! Ever since Richardson [1922] , the basic phenomenology of turbulence has consisted of an isotropic cascade of energy from large to small scales (for contemporary reviews see Orszag [1973] or Rose and Sulem [1978] ). Schertzer and Lovejoy [1983, 1985a] considered anisotropic cascades in order to account for differential vertical stratification. This natural idea leads to the surprising conclusion that the effective dimension (called an elliptical dimension, Der) of the atmosphere is -• = 2.5555... rather than 2 or 3 as in the usual models. Figures l a and lb compare the shape of the average eddies in the isotropic and anisotropic cases. The new dimension Der is called an elliptical dimension because of these ellipsoids. However, the atmosphere exhibits not only differential stratification, but also differential rotation which lead Schertzer and Lovejoy [1985b] to propose a more general notion of scale invariance ("generalized scale invariance" (GSI)) which involves modifying the metric.
At the very least, a scale invariant model of the atmosphere must include the effects of differential rotation and stratification. This, however, is insufficient: the atmosphere is also known to be extremely intermittent (erratic) and to be characterized by a rich diversity of structures. One early attempt to account for intermittency was Kolmogorov's [1962] proposal that the energy flux was lognormally distributed (i.e., that the probability distribution was long tailed, but not truely fattailed (hyperbolic)). Attempts to theoretically model intermittency lead, via the work of Novikov and Stewart [1964] and Yaglom [1966] , to Mandelbrot's [1974] very general cascade scheme. In such a cascade, Mandelbrot showed the transfer of energy flux was generally hyperbolically distributed. He also pointed out that lognormality involves several internal (theoretical) contradictions.
Schertzer and Lovejoy [1983, 1985a] (3) the physical interpretation is artificial; and (4) the intermittency of the rainfield it generates is characterized by a single fractal dimension. The object of the following paper is to attempt to overcome these limitations and thereby produce more realistic cloud and rain simulations. It should be clear that these models are merely the simplest of a family of extremely variable anisotropic models with fluctuations over a wide range of space and time scales. Indeed, given the simplicity of these models, their visually realistic character is quite surprising (the reader is encouraged to survey the figures before continuing). Models of this type are probably indispensible in modeling in hydrology, meteorology, remote sensing, and statistics. This paper is structured as follows: first there is a summary of previous work, in particular, a r6.sum6 of the simplest fractal models (section 2), and there is a summary of the formalism of generalized scale invariance (section 3). The two are then combined, yielding simulations of vertical rain and cloud cross sections and of the effect of the Coriolis force, including comparisons with satellite photographs (section 4). In section 5 the FSP process is generalized somewhat to the scaling cluster of pulses (SCP) process so as to allow H, a to be independently varied and to yield a more physically appealing process. The SCP process allows crude simulations of the cloud field associated with mid-latitude cyclones. In section 6 an efficient numerical algorithm is described which, by iterative "zooming" (numerical renormalization), enables the fractal dimensions of these processes to be calculated with high accuracy. In section 7 we examine the issue of intermittency and multidimensionality. Section 8 is devoted to conclusions.
FRACTAL SUMS OF PULSES PROCESS

Empirical Evidence
The FSP process is described in the work by B. Mandelbrot (unpublished manuscript, 1985) . It has two basic features: (1) hyperbolically distributed fluctuations and (2) scale invariance. Lovejoy and Mandelbrot [1985] summarize and augment the empirical evidence in favor of using such models for the rain field and describe and illustrate the implementation of this process in one, two, and three dimensions (time series and horizontal rain cross sections and their temporal evolution). The physical relevance of the various model assumptions will be discussed in section 5.
The empirical evidence comes from radar and satellite data analyzed in the works by Lovejoy [1981 Lovejoy [ , 1982 Lovejoy [ , 1983 and Lovejoy et al. [1983] . Horizontal scaling was established by using the area (A)-perimeter (P) relationship [Mandelbrot, 1977] (Mandelbrot [1972] ; for some of the difficulties involved with this method, which include a bias for short series, see Bhattacharya et al. [ 1983] , and for another geophysical example of its application see Lovejoy and Schertzer [198561) .
Temporal scaling (at least from 5-40 min) and hyperbolic intermittency were established by examining time histories of total rain flux from isolated storms in Montreal, Spain, and the tropical Atlantic; these were found to be characterized by the following probability distributions: Pr(AR > Ar)ocAr-• for large Ar, the value of a being estimated as 1.66 ñ 0.05 in these three locations [Lovejoy, 1981; Lovejoy and Mandelbrot, 1985] . Note that distributions of this form with a < 2 occasionally yield such large values that the largest of a sample of random Ar is of the same order of magnitude as the sum of all the others in the sample. Mandelbrot and Wallis [1968] describe this as the "Noah" effect after the extreme fluctuation responsible for the Biblical flood.
Other related evidence for scaling behavior comes from probability distributions of both rain areas and of straight line sections ["fronts"; Lovejoy et al., 1983] . In both cases, we expect to find hyperbolic distributions because any other kind of distribution would involve a length scale and hence break the scaling. Radar data analyzed from the GATE experiment (tropical Atlantic) showed Pr(A > a)oca -B with B
•0.75 [Lovejoy, 1981; Lovejoy and Mandelbrot, 1985] . The probability distribution of straight-line sections of perimeters was also analyzed to determine whether an objective distinction could be made between smooth, rounded rain and cloud perimeters, and long straight frontlike perimeters. An objective method of performing such an analysis called "straightline sampling" is described in the work by Lovejoy et al. [1983] . When the distribution of straight-line lengths (L) was measured by radar and satellite infrared imagery over France, the distribution Pr(L' > L)ocL-"' with w ---3.6 was obtained showing that any distinction between long linelike perimeter sections ("fronts") and short rounded sections is arbitrary; the distribution of L is not bimodal but falls off gradually in a scale invariant manner.
In summary, the basic scaling and intermittency parameters are Dp ---1.35, H---0.50, and a ---1.66, with the secondary parameters B ---0.75 and w ---3.6. Note that the secondary parameters are mainly of interest in calibrating the models. Unfortunately, they are not generally related to the basic parameters in a simple way (see section 6).
Description of the FSP Process
Consider a function R(t) formed as the sum an infinity of rectangular pulses of random heights representing a rainfall intensity increment AR, random widths representing the rainfall duration p, and random centers distributed uniformly ; and s is a parameter that was introduced to vary the pulse smoothness (s --> • yields sharp-edged rectangular pulses). In practice, we generally took s -2. Furthermore, only pulses between some outer and inner cutoff (P0 and respectively) were used. In the simulations shown here, P0 was taken to be equal to 3 times the size of the simulation "window," and pi was taken to be 1 pixel. We also take v = 1.
The parameter A was introduced to allow for varying degrees of "lacunarity" [Mandelbrot, 1982] . Although this concept needs mathematical development, the basic idea is straightforward. As the term suggests, a highly lacunar fractal is characterized by large lacunar (empty) regions. When A= 1, the cylinders have circular bases, and simulated rain fields are dominated by one or two large rain areas with large rain-free zones. When A is increased, the lacunarity decreases; i.e., the larger areas break up into clusters of smaller ones and rain areas appear in what were previously rain-free zones. Rainbands also apear; they are produced by the nearly straight sections of enormous annuli. A value of A = 1.2 was found to be visually the most realistic. Note that the importance of clustering phenomena in rainfall is widely recognized and is an essential feature of stochastic rain models [see Waymire et al. 1984] . Here the clustering is produced intrinsically by the model. We see later that it seems desirable to enhance the clustering somewhat (section 5). For a detailed discussion of the statistical properties of these processes, as well as a large number of samples of the process in both two and a generalization to three dimensions, readers are urged to consult the work by Lovejoy and Mandelbrot [ 1985] .
GENERALIZED SCALE INVARIANCE
Before discussing anisotropic generalizations of FSP processes it is necessary to explain the formalism of generalized scale invariance as developed in the work by Schertzer and Lovejoy [ 1985b] .
Consider the operator Tx that increases scales by a factor h. We are interested in those Tx which leave invariant certain basic physical quantities such as energy flux. Obvi- The implementation of the FSP process with GSI therefore requires knowledge of (1) the operator Te (here we take [1985a, b, also unpublished manuscript, 1983] , the two have the same amplitude. On physical grounds we expect that the exact value of this distance may vary considerably, since it will depend on the relative intensities of the energy transfer (which determines the horizontal amplitudes) and the buoyancy force (which determines the vertical amplitudes). A proper treatment of this variability (which implies that the metric varies from place to place) requires the use of the nonlinear scaling described in the work by Schertzer and Lovejoy [1985a] . The shape of the average eddy at this scale may be used to define the ball B•. In the work by Schertzer and Lovejoy [1985a] this scale was called the spheroscale because it was assumed that B• would be the simplest possible shape (a sphere). On purely mathematical grounds, the ball at the spheroscale is not necessarily a sphere. However, we shall continue to use this expression since it is the simplest and most physically appealing choice (unless it can be shown to be incompatible with some supplementary physical requirements). Figure 7 shows the effect of varying the spheroscale from 1 pixel through 10,100,1000 pixels on a 400 x 400 point grid.
The shape at X = I was a circle (these distances therefore correspond to isotropy) and the sequence may be regarded as a zoom by factors of 10 showing random vertical crosssections at progressively higher resolution. At first, the field is very horizontally stratified reminiscent of stratus cloud decks ( Figure 7 , top left; spheroscale = 1 pixel); as the spheroscale is increased, we first notice the appearance of small "dangling" structures perpendicular to the overall stratification ( Figure 7 , top right; spheroscale = 10 pixels). When the spheroscale = 100 pixels (Figure 7 , bottom left) it is comparable in size to that of our entire field of view. The very large scale horizontal stratification is still visible, but it is not very pronounced, and vertically oriented "streaks" are quite noticeable. Finally, at very high resolution ( Figure 7 , bottom right; spheroscale -1000 pixels) the horizontal stratification disappears from view, and the streaks take on the appearance of vertically aligned rain shafts or intense cores.
Although this model is by no means perfect, it is encouraging that such realistic results can be obtained from such a simple process. Recall that the basic elements are (l) the 
Modeling the Ef/[kcts of the Coriolis Force: DijJkrential Rotation
It is well known that atmospheric structures become increasingly "zonal" (i.e., east to west) at larger scales. At (the optical depth), which is closely related to the rain rate integrated along a given direction.
SCALING CLUSTERS OF PULSES PROCESS
The FSP process models the rain field by superposing a large number of basic shapes (the pulses). The fact that the resulting process has many of the same statistical properties as the real rain field poses the question as to whether the pulses have a physical counterpart or if they are simple mathematical artifacts. This question is real because unlike the case of Gaussian fluctuations where the shapes of the pulses would not matter, here, the biggest pulses are strong enough to dominate the sum of the others (the "Noah effect"), and thus the pulse shape is important. Since atmospheric eddies are likely to be complicated, twisted vortex tubes, the limitation to rather artificially simple pulse shapes (such as the circles and ellipses used in sections 2 and 4) is unfortunate.
Another problem with the FSP process used in sections 2 and 4 is that H = l/a, whereas radar data suggests H---0.50 and 1/a ---0.60. B. Mandelbrot (unpublished manuscript, 1985) suggests a way of allowing H < l/a by modifying the relationship between p and R. We do not follow this approach but suggest an alternative which allows for a physically appealing interpretation of the basic pulse shape.
Consider pulse intensities (AR) and durations (p) as before, in a space of euclidian dimension E. Rather than distributing the pulse centers uniformly over this space as was done in the FSP process, distribute them over a set of points with fractal dimension D < E. Such a set of points forms clusters at all scales (see for example, Figure 9) . If the basic pulses are the same as those used previously, then the field resulting from all pulses associated with a given cluster of pulse centers, rather than individual pulses, may be considered as the basic model shape. By judicious choice of the distribution of pulse durations (see below), each of these clusters can be made to be scaling (a fractal) and the sum of all the clusters to itself be scaling. The cluster of pulses might plausibly correspond to a true eddy in the rain field.
We now show that the distribution of pulse durations may be chosen to ensure that the overall process is scaling.
Consider Figure 11 shows an example of the SCP process on a 400 x 400 point grid. Two key differences with the FSP process may be noted. First, the pulses associated with one particular cluster of centers stands out: it is roughly circular at the spheroscale, with a long band trailing away from it. The G matrix was chosen so that rotation would predominate; the clustering of centers gives us a defthate feeling of rotation which was absent in the FSP process, since there, pulses with different orientations were superposed uniformly, and only the extreme (large-and small-scale orientations) stood tried and abandoned) could yield even more realistic cloud and rain simulations. However, in the next sections we argue that both FSP and SCP suffer from what may be a fundamental limitation: they are characterized by a single dimension. Probably much more experimental and theoretical work is needed before more complicated models should be used. Table 1 shows a comparison of the data with the FSP and SCP processes. The latter yields a better fit for all the fractal parameters except the dimension of the perimeters. In order to generalize Chorin's method so as to apply it to FSP and SCP processes, we calculated a sample function over a fairly short length (L typically 500 pixels long). Pulses were taken to be rectangularly shaped, and all pulses between the outer scale L and 1 grid length were added (this is the minimum resolution). Next, all sections such that IR(t)l >tr, where tr is a threshold, were deleted, resulting in a number of short segments (representing a fraction f of the total length L) within a distance cr of the t axis. If cr is taken to be sufficiently large, then there is a very small chance that bellow grid scale fluctuations in R(t) would have produced one or more zero-crossings on the deleted sections and the sections retained therefore contain virtually all the zeroes in the segment (in practice, tr = 3 yielded satisfactory results; this corresponds to three times the largest fluctuation likely to occur at subgrid scales).
The next step in the process is the "zoom" or renormalization in which we attempt to discern the number of subresolution zero-crossings. We enlarge the collection of segments II These values are obtained by using the formula H + Dp = 2.
eliminates half the zero-crossings, so we obtain an "effective" Nef which is twice the previous value.
In practice, a threshold fr "' 0.15 set, so that "pruning" It now seems that multidimensionality is quite natural: a priori, it would seem to be much more so than the homogeneous monodimensional case. In particular, Lovejoy [1985a, b, also unpublished manuscript, 1983] showed that in curdling, divergence of high moments and multidimensionality occurs in every case, except in the trivial "/• model" [Frisch et al., 1978] . The realization that multidimensionality may be the rule rather than the exception suggests on the one hand that the data should be reanalyzed more carefully (e.g., the range of thresholds used to define cloud and rain areas in Lovejoy [1982] should be greatly extended, especially to isolate small active regions) and on the other hand, that realistic multidimensional rain models should be developed.
For the purposes of rain modeling, Mandelbrot's [1974] cascade model suffers from two weaknesses. First, the process itself rather than its increments is stationary, and second, it suffers from strong dependence on an initial grid which makes simulations look quite artificial. This paper is not the place for a detailed exploration of these and related issues. Undoubtedly, both these problems are soluable (for instance, more general scaling measures than the one resulting from Mandelbrot's cascade model are indicated in the work by Schertzer and Lovejoy [1985b] , and will be the subject of considerable development in the near future.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have tried to synthesize and develop previous work on scaling and intermittency in the atmosphere. We have argued that while the atmosphere cannot be self-similar (the small scales a carbon copy of the large), that it does obey a related symmetry principle called generalized scale invariance in which the relationship between smalland large-scale structures involves not only magnification but also differential rotation and stratification. On the other hand, the richness of atmospheric structures and the phenomenology of sudden changes (intermittency)require that fluctuations be very strong; specifically, be hyperbolic in form.
These ideas were illustrated with various models of the rain and cloud fields. The first model studied, the fractal sums of pulses process, models the rain field by a hierarchy of simple "pulse" shapes. In a second model (the scaling cluster of pulses process) the pulse centers are clustered so that the basic element maybe regarded as a complex (fractal) pulse. This model gave closer agreement with the measured fractal parameters of rain. The FSP process was used to illustrate both the horizontal stratification of rain and the differential rotation associated with the Coriolis force. In spite of its simplicity, simulations were visually realistic; for example, they could display the perpendicularity of the large-and small-scale structures visible in many real cloud photographs. The SCP process was apparently more realistic: it was possible to use it as a crude model of mid-latitude cyclones, and the simulated shapes were far less homogenous than in the FSP process. These models may prove to be useful in hydrology and elsewhere, since they capture the extreme variability and anisotropy of rain over a very wide range of scales in a very simple way. They have the further advantage of depending on clear physical principles. A numerical procedure was described which enable fractal dimensions to be accurately calculated. A final section discussed the question of multidimensionality and pointed toward future developments. Waymire 
